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TO RATCHET : TRANSITIVE OR INTRANSITIVE 

OCTOBER 10, 1983 
EUGENE L. SAENGER 

One o~ yos t favorite writers is Suzanne 
Garment. Almos~ e e=y ~riday she writes a column in 
the Wall Stre et -o~a mich is, in my opinion, 
one of the mose ner _ icacious commentaries on the 
human race and its y peculiarities as anyone I 
kz:ow. On a ~:~cia . . .:ay . 1982, she became intrigued 
w~th two pol~ ~~c sc~ent~sts from Berkeley who had 
just produced a - e~ book on government regulation. 
These two writers, ~dach and Kagan, point out 
that regulat io are done through uniformly strict 
laws and elabor ate systems of record keeping to be 
sure that a ll : .e ne cessary controls are laid 
on with an evec ~d . The system is designed on 
the premise teat ~ = an inspector is allowed a good 
deal of discretion, he is liable to be coopted by 
the people .e :s s upposed to regulate and consequently 
their activit~es are judged by their levels of 
punitive acti rat her than their common sense. 
The net resu ~ all of this is that the rules 
become more and ~ore restrictive so that the rules 
never become _ess or more flexible but rath.er tighter 
and in this -a we , as termed by BQrdach and Kagan, 
have developee e regulatory ratchet which makes 
the system eas: to tighten notch by notch and extremely 
difficult t o ~wind. If one turns to the dictionaries 
and encyclope - -a, one finds this is precisely how 
the ratchet ~d p awl work since this old mechanism 
is one enabling a movement to be effected in one 
direction b t ot in the opposite. 

AS ~any of you know, we have one or two 
members in t.is organization who are inveterate 
clippers o f any different publications. Sometimes 
the origina o r other times the copies of these 
clips appear unannounced in one's mail and provide 
an important feeling of continuity with the world 
of art, s cience, finance and literature. In this 
regard, I f eel myself in a minor league but I did 
happen t o l ocate another Friday note by Suzanne 
Garment i n September 1983 when she was musing on 
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the use of the polygraph in the federal government 
to insure the cooperation of certain federal employees 
in preventing leaks. She ended with the following 
paragraph: 

But those who worry loudest about 
the polygraph would do well to 
remember that what keeps adminis
trations reaching for new means 
to control the bureaucracy is 
that so many of the bureaucrats 
are currently uncontrollable. 
The civil libertarians should 
be called on in this debate to 
contribute their own suggestions 
for making the leak less a habit 
of bureaucratic life. 

The relationship between various workers, either 
federal or others, to leak and ratchet at the same 
time is a subject whose kind intent I have experienced 
on several occasions and brief anecdotes of these 
might entertainingly illustrate some points made 
above. 

The first story starts in the mid-1960's 
when I was about 45 years old and fresh out of the 
Army Medical Corps. Having been impressed with some 
badly burned individuals and being interested in my 
field of radiation, I noticed a similarity between 
these unfortunate souls and persons who might be 
over irradiated. Without pursuing the rather 
involved line of thinking and at the same time 
realizing that some of the radiation would very 
likely be beneficial to some of our cancer patients, 
I conceived the idea of studying t hese irradiated 
patients as we had studied the burn patients in the 
service, with the idea that we might contribute 
knowledge both to cancer patients and to healthy 
persons who might become over exposed to radiation. 
This latter subject then was one of my major 
interests and has continued unchanged to this day. 
We obtained support from the Department of Defense, 
involved five major departments of the University 
of Cincinnati Medical Center in the research and 
worked in this field for approximately eleven years 
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until,about 1970, at which time considerable interest 
was ~1rected toward protecti on of research patients 
~nd 1nformed consent, a subject which elicits lively 
1nterest even today. Our particular work turned 
out to be followed by Senator Edward Kennedy's 
staff with more than accustomed enthusiasm as it 
followed his successful investigation of some 
Black citizens with untreated syphilis in Alabama, 
the research on birth control pills carried out 
by one of my colleagues in Texas and, finally, a 
good bit of attention to our work. All of this 
attention was first focused on us publicly by a 
reporter who wrote a book entitled The Great American 
Bomb Machine published in 1971. In this book our 
work and I were thoroughly castigated. Next, we 
drew the attention of two men working for National 
Educational Television, Mart in Landau and Paul 
Jacobs, both of whom were subsequently noted to 
be active a dvocates of unilateral disarmament. 
Fortunately in this instance we tied these gentle
men effectively by insisting on the right of unedited 
rebuttal on television, an opportunity which was 
never presented so that their presentations have 
as yet never seen the light of day. 

However, on October 7, 1971, I received 
a frontal blast from two reporters of the Washington 
Post who informed me that they had to see me imme
diately or otherwise t hey could not be responsible 
for the way they reported the story of our work. 
This report on the front page of the Washington Post 
the next day was made particularly pungent since a 
physician from Memorial Hospital in New York stated 
that he had never heard or could he conceive of the 
type of treatment which we had administered to these 
patients. Senator Kennedy, on October 9, then wrote 
to Defen se Secretary Laird that he was shocked and 
disturbed to learn about the Defense Department 
sponsoring our research and believed that this 
project represented an incredible infringement 
of individual liberty and established a dangerous 
precident for the reduction of human rights in 
our society. All of this made extremely juicy 
reading and, within a very short period of time, 
we managed to attract the attention of The London 
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, h Cincinnati Enquirer, Nature of Londo~, 
i~:e~~p;e:s of Paris and The San Francisco Examlner . 
We involved more of the University faculty than 
ever wanted to be involved with me. And,we created 
a great deal of concern about the ana1ysls of eleven 
years of data which had not then been completely 
analyzed None of this interfered with Senator 
Kennedy'~ staff. On November 29, two of his aides 
made what was apparently a secret visit to Cincinnati, 
subsequently leaked to the press, with the expressed 
intent of interviewing our patients publicly. At 
this visit, one of his aides accused us of trying 
to forge an offensive weapon since some parts of 
our research were directed toward preventing 
certain undesirable effects of radiation in human 
beings. If large nun~ers of citizens or soldiers 
could be protected against acute radiation effects 
in a simple way, such a method would enhance the 
power of a nuclear weapon in the armamentarium of 
the sole possessor. 

Following a pattern similar to the dramatic 
interview of Dita Beard in an earlier ITT scandal, 
one Kennedy aide determined that one or more of our 
patients would be interviewed on live TV to find 
out whether or not there was coercion or intimida
tion in receiving radiation treatment. The aide 
proposed that he stand behind a curtain to evaluate 
the patients' reactions since he, the aide, had 
special training in psychology. His companion, a 
distinguished physician who is now a vice president 
of an e astern university medical center, simply 
stood by to observe. None of the patients agreed 
to cooperate even though such cooperation was 
requested by registered letter. Additionally, 
on the advice of special University counsel, we 
were informed that it was illegal to release their 
names. We then found ourselves being investigated 
by a committee of the University faculty, appointed 
by the then University president and subsequently, 
upon the prodding of Senator Mike Gravel of Alaska, 
a committee of the American College of Radiology. 
We did manage to get through these two r eviews 
sat i sfactorily although there were some very 
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helpful commen ts as to how we could improve our 
work. 

Never~ e less , _ 1ngs did not move quickly 
enough for Senato r Ke nnedy's aides and, on January 4, 
he was quoted b the En~1..:" re r as stating, "uc would 
be a lot bette r 0 == c cooperating with us. If it 
is deemed esse -:a ~ta ~e t alk to these patients, 
we will do so. -::.e r e a re no t wo ways a bout it." He 
went on to observe ci.at s':' nce :- I H f un d s wh ich go to 
UC must clear t:..r _go . ~J:e _ en e dy s ubcommittee, '" so 
conceivably we co·_e ask _-: E o =fic i als to use their 
influence o n ~~e -~'-ersity t o induce it to be more 
reasonable. " _::er e s e ered to be just a touch of 
the ratchet i n t~ese s tatecents. 

Fo..no t : e r =or'" o f r a tcheting was experienced 
by one of our ~a-~er.ts , a young boy with a bone 
cancer. His s ctoo_ ~~te s correctly inferred that 
he was one of o~ patients and they ragged this boy 
so with the f ac t~at he had cancer and that this 
treatment wou d s e riously affect or kill him that 
the patient had to be withdrawn from school for 
several week s. 

The T ar.g ling and haggling continued over 
a period of ~"ary and February. Several members 
of the Englis~ and Political Science Departments of 
the Universi ty i ssued a violently critical report 
of our work wide ly cited by many of the outside 
observers. l~ had two more visiting consultants 
review the p r oject but finally we got down to bed
rock when we -ere visited by two representatives 
of the Gover~ent Accounting Office. Their visit 
was to dete_ one whether the funds given for laboratory 
research were in fact used for patient care; in 
other word s , were we buying patients in order to 
carry out t hi s experimentation? These two men 
reviewed t he charts on 112 patients and in so doing 
reviewed all of the vouchers for the DOD contract 
as well a s all of the patient charge slips. Our 
forthcomi n g contract with DOD to take effect about 
April 1 of 1972 was cancelled under rather peculiar 
circumstances and there we sat . Nothing more was 
heard from the GAO concerning their inspection. 
Then, in August 1972, Senator Kennedy inserted a 



letter into the Congressional Record from the 
Comptroller General. This letter was dated .Hay 26 
and discussed certain procedure s of the branches 
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of the Armed Services in obtaining informed consent 
from troops used in human experimentation. What 
was omitted from the published version of Comptroller 
General Staats letter was the following paragraph: 

Concerning the contract with the 
University of Cincinnati, officials 
of the Defense Nuclear Agency stated 
that the cost of radiation treat
ment and patient care had not been 
borne by their agency. They 
stated also that funds of the 
Defense Nuclear Agency had been 
used only to pay for supple-
mentary laboratory analyses of 
patients who had received whole
body irradiation in order for 
the Defense Nuclear Agency to 
gain information in areas that 
were relative to national defense. 

Senator Robert Taft uncovered this apparently 
inadvertent omission. The Cincinnati Post-Times 
Star featured this finding on about page 44 of their 
August 3 issue. The Enquirer issued a vigorous 
editorial concerning this matter on August 15 . 

In addition to seven investigations, there 
were a total of nineteen refereed journal articles, 
seven special articles in symposia and ten scientific 
repor~s to ~OD all available in the open literature 
o~ th~s top~~ as well as over 25 scientific presenta
t~ons.at ~ar~~us open medical and scientific meetings. 
At th~s t~me ~n 1983, there is more whole and partial 
body radiation given for the treatment of cancer 
th~n ever before in human experience and much of 
~hlS therapy has been successful either in arrest-
~ng t~e ~rogress of certain tumors or in markedly 
allev~at~ng human suffering. I do submit that 
the ratcheting that our entire group received was 
of a very high order. 
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The s econd example of ratcheting was one 
in which my r ole wa s somewhat reversed and was the 
only time i n which I have been able to prod a group 
within the federal government with a very small 
degree of s uccess. This circumstance was a follow-up 
to a national study carried out by our laboratory 
in participatio. with 21 o t her medical centers 
during the peri 946 through 1964. The question 
was whether the trea ent of hyperthyroidism (over
active thyroid ) 'ith radioactive iodine was more 
likely to c a se eukemia in subsequent years than 
was treatment 0= ~.~s condition surgically. In 
fact, we found .0 dif ference between the two treat
ments and p are_ .etically believe that either of 
them are satis=actor y to this day. 

Dur~g the course of the study, there was 
a tremendous ~ount of material collected on some 
36,000 patients and the agreement with one of the 
agencies with~ the Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare (..ow HHS) was that the principal investi 
gator from each o f these centers would have free 
access to h is oym material; and if a group of them 
wanted to p rsue this research further, these data 
could be ut i ized . It was with considerable amaze
ment therefore that on August 20, 1981, I discovered 
a Request For a Proposal (RFP) that the National 
Institutes 0 = Health wanted a group to compile 
add itional fo ow-up data on several thousand 
patients trea~ed as I have described to you. The 
p revious p r incipal investigators had not b e en 
consulted. I culled the contracting officer and 
present a SQ~ary of our conversation together 
with several parts of a telep hone transcript which 
I indicated to him was being made so I could under
stand what was going on. Th e nut of all of these 
unusual f eatures a memorand um requesting this 
informat i on was prepared on the 23rd of July in 
Bethesda , .~ryland, and was received in the University 
on August 20 with a due date for a formal lengthy 
respon se o f September 3. I n addition, it indicated 
that i t was necessary to h a ve a commercial opera
tional office within 35 miles of the NIH which is 
located i n Bethesda, Maryland. And, finally, that 
if in any way we attempted to communicate with any 
of t he scientists at t he NIH who were interested 



in collecting this information that we would be 
getting an unusual degree of help and therefore 
if we were to make application for the contract 
it would be disqualified. 
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In going after these various points, I 
first asked why is it necessary to have a commercial 
operational office within 35 miles of the NIH? 

Answer: The people in programs feel, and 
this is a feeling which you always have if you want 
to in a proposal, refute, that they are going to 
have continuous contact with the principal investigator 
on this thing which means more than telephone, it 
is face to face evaluation of the data , constant 
communication and whatever. 

Saenger: I can't even do that within 
my own University. I don't quite understand how 
does that get established. 

Answer: That is a requirement of the 
program itself. 

Saenger: But you said I couldn't inquire 
of the people within the program to find out just 
what this was all about. And a little further 
along, Mr. Jones told me I could not inquire of 
the people in the program and I said well the people 
in the program are really employed finally by me . 
(To explain this remark, I regard employees of the 
executive branch of the federal government as 
employees of the citizens of the United States of 
America. ) 

Answer: Well, I'm not. 

Saenger: You're employed by me. 

Answer: I'm talking about everyone . 

Saenger: I'm not just talking about me 
as an individual. I'm just one out of 208 million 
people. And all of a sudden you tell me I don't 
have access to members of the executive branch 
of the government. 
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Answer: 0, no , no t the executive branch. 

Saenger: You are the executive branch 
of the governcent . 

Ans ~r: Yo have access to me. I'm 
saying that yo' do not have access to the program 
people who wri~e t ese RFP' s. 

Saenger: Yo see I'm perfectly clear 
on what you to: ~ - but you have not explained 
to me why t his ' s so . rlre there regulations within 
the NIH which stace this? 

Ans ~r: ~hat you cannot contact program 
people? 

Saenger: Yes. 

Ans-er: Hang on one second. I'm gOing 
to get another gent leman on the line with us. He 
is my supervisor . 

The conversation then recycled and I 
finally asked the following question: 

Saenger : Let me be very honest with you. 
I understand a_ of these circumstances. What I 
am asking yo is, is there an official some published 
regulation or rule which states what you have just 
told me, namel' that we cannot contact program 
people directly? 

Ans~er : I'm sure there is. I'll have 
to look it up . 

I then raised the question about the loca
tion of an off ice. We fina l ly rang off and about an 
hour later I received anothe r phone call and I was 
then informed as follows : 

An swer: You know I'm going to have to 
apologi ze and stand correcte d that I can't find 
any federa l procurement regulations that specifically 
prohibit the contractor from contacting pe ople within 
the executive branch. There is a document that 
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states as follows: Communications with prospective 
contractors: Between the time that the request for 
proposals are mailed and the contract is awarded, 
only authorized procurement personnel should have 
any contacts with the authors. If pre-proposal 
conferences are considered necessary, they must be 
arranged and manage d by the contracting officer 
or his or her representatives. And so on. 

I asked: Is that dated? 

Answer: Oh this is 1977 . 

Saenger : Is there a number on it? 

Answer: Published by the Office of the 
Se cretary, DREW. Note, there was no specific 
public access to this document. It had never 
appeared in the Federal Register even for comment. 

We finally got down to the following 
discussion. 

Saenger: But what I am getting at is 
the way that this is worded, that says when you 
mail the RFP these rules would apply but what I 
am looking at is just an announcement. 

Answer: Okay. I'm not going to play 
the game. 

Saenger: I'm just asking you a question. 
I'm not asking you to playa game sir. 

Answer: 
whatever you want. 

What I'm saying is you can do 
All right? 

Saenger : I'm not asking that. I'm just 
asking what the rules are. 

Answer: I have read the rules. You 
interpreted them your own way, okay? 

Saenger: I see. Okay, f i ne, sure. 
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Ans" .. er: ."ow on t e other hand , if something 
happens that I dec:de to disqualify you then I will 
act and you can react any ay you want. So you can 
do whatever you "a~t . 

Saen~r: 

me, how would = ~ "21er:. you say you will d isqualify 
- ~~ _ou we re disqualifying me? 

AnS\tiC~: 

about that wh~ = -
_ . I 

'-A :: t: I'll have to think 

: don' t understand that. 

Ans: :-e=-: : l::l not sa -ing I' In going to do it. 

Sae::_er: .0, l'n · ust asking i s there a 
procedure fo r ~~c~alification? 

Ans ~~: I could reject a proposal with a 
letter saying .~_, sure. 

Saec~er: But I ~ean, that' s not customary? 

Ans ~r: A general procedure -- I don't 
know. We've ne er real ly done it so I can't tell 
you off the to~ • my head . So anyway I have 
quoted the po i 

The -.shot of all thi s was 
the de.adline about ten days I removed 
of having an o~fice within a 35 -mile 
have never ac~~-ated this contract. 
that one but = am not r eally sure. 

that they moved 
the restriction 
territory and 
I think I won 

Finally , I give a ve ry short scene from a 
recent episode whe re I thought I was going to be 
able to ratchet some fo lks down at my bank and I 
give this to you for whatever it is worth. 

It is one of the many absurdities of life 
which I recently encountered and one in which a 
modest anount of indignity was dumped on me . For 
many years I had kept t wo accounts in major 
Cincinnati banks. One of these dealt with every
day mundane transactions such as paying small bills 
and household accounts and dealing with my wife. 
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The second was reserved for transactions of what I 
consider to be more major affairs such as paying 
taxes and investing in war bonds. Since one of the 
banks began to give me what I considered to be a 
great deal of difficulty I decided to leave them 
and merge all of my affairs into one account. At 
this particular bank I had for some years maintained 
a VISA and a Mastercard. I do not know just exactly 
why I maintained these two cards, but in retrospect 
it seems as if it permitted me to charge twice as 
much as I could have charged had I had only one 
card. The reason for this was that on the one 
card I could charge up to $300.00 in a particular 
period of time and the second card was more liberal 
and would permit me a limit of $500 .00. Just how 
this was determined by the bank ouija board was 
never entirely clear to me but, nevertheless, that 
situation obtained until finally I received two 
notices that by the use of combinations of four 
numbers I could obtain cash from machines which 
were located in useful places about the city. On 
one of the cards I could obtain $300.00 per single 
transaction and the other would go as high as 
$500 .00. Also at this time, lacking a careful 
reading of the several notices which came occasionally, 
I had inferred that the limit on both cards coming 
from the same bank would be the same, namely 
at the $500.00 limit. 

Being safely ensconced in the arms of 
said bank, I found myself in need of cash and 
repaired to the machine in question. After insert
ing the card and putting in my personal number, I 
saw that the next instruction said that payment 
would be made only in multiples of $5 .00. I thought 
this instruction over and thought it rather peculiar. 
It seemed to me that if the instruction was that 
everything was in multiples of $5.00 and I wanted 
$400 .00, the obvious number to enter into the 
computer was BO. I entered 80 and for some reason 
the machine failed to operate. I then entered 400 
and it similarly failed to operate. I repeated 
this several times until a lady behind me became 
rather impatient at my fooling around, at which 
point the device spit out my card for the third 
or fourth time and I left. By this time I was in a 
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and pon reaching my office I called 
considerable ra~e 
the bank and f~a ly was P t through to a young man 
who kindly agreed ~o ~a_k to me . 

r id~~:=~ed self , explained that I 
understood t he =~ ad incr~ased the limit of 
both cards to 5 and po~nted out,that I had 
done my bes t extrac oney from th~s co~puter-
like device. ~ ~g been introduced to th~s gentle-
man, who had ~__ at the request of my mentor 
down at the p~ c~a= bank, I found his answers 
to b e somewha -=~~cate as if he were explaining 
these matters - a small child. I went through 
the entire roctire and he told me very politely 
that in his ex._r:ence of some seven years in this 
particular job e had never heard of a situation 
exactly like - · -e. I proceeded to explain that 
the programrnir.g of this particular operation was 
probably one 0= he crudest that I had yet encountered. 
I must say t a when I explained to him about the 
multiples 0= 53.0 0 he was completely nonplussed 
and finall y exp ained to me that this interpreta-
tion of the =:puter's instructions was entirely 
unique upon . part. I asked my wife and subsequently 
my secretary as to just why it was unique to assume 
that multip es o f $5.00 was the correct entry into 
the compute r acd there was a modest amount of 
shoulder sh~gging since everyone was treating 
me very po l te . After a somewhat pointless 
conversatio I ~he man at the bank said that he 
would look i ~o all of this and call me back. 

about half an hour he did call back 
and very ge tly explained to me that it was not 
possible ~o use the code number for the $300.00 
limit to request $400.00. I told him that it was 
ridiculous to have these limits in this way and 
he agreed that maybe this whole matter should be 
reviewed when the bank reprogrammed all of their 
credit cards, a process which was now under way. 
Parenthetically, this type of explanation is always 
given to users who have trouble with any type of 
computer-like operations as I have subsequently 
learned . He then explained the purpose of the 
$5.00 instruction was that the machine would not 
payout any bills in denominations of less than 
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$5.00. I explained to him that this instruction 
was not that which was given on the computer and he 
painfully agreed that perhaps it was not the most 
tactful wording, although all the other bank computers 
did not have the kind of trouble that I was having. 
Upon returning home I looked at the two bank notices 
and I found that unfortunately the bank was right 
and I was wrong. I did feel somewhat similar to 
Mr. Chaplin's experience with machines some 40 or 
50 years ago and did feel as if the whole episode 
was slightly in the realm of the absurd. 

In all of this going from two subject 
which were relatively important to one which was 
totally unimportant, I detect a certain feeling 
of the absurd. Also the title for this paper seems 
in retrospect to be gramatically incorrect. It is 
not a point really worth debating since the idea 
of ratcheting as applied to the nonmechanical 
world describes a method of attempting to get some
one to do something he really opposes. In addition 
he should not be required to do it based on rules 
made up by someone else ad lib. 




